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Legal Disclaimer
It is requested to read this legal disclaimer section with full attention. This white paper does not bound
any individual to enter into any contract or enter into any binding legal commitment to the
contribution. This white paper also does not constitute any form or any part of any opinion which can
be considered advice, or which can sell, or which can solicit any offer by Trillions to purchase our token
nor shall it be considered a part of any effect which can be used for the formation of contract or
investment decision.
This white paper also does not have any capacity to bind any person to enter into any contract or
consider it a binding legal commitment to the contribution of the whitepaper. Even no sales and even
no cryptocurrency or any other form of payment can never be accepted based on this white paper. But
be sure that any advancement or any date or any new information of this token will be made available
for the private and public contributors.
It is also announced that the white paper has not been examined by any regulatory authority and it has
not been approved by any legal firm so the information given in this white paper cannot be taken under
the laws or any regulatory authority or under any rules of any jurisdiction. It is hereby announced that
its publication, its distribution, its dissemination do not imply the applicable laws, the regulatory
requirements, and the available rules.

NO REPRESENTATION & WARRANTIES
The Tokens and the Available Information (including the Website and the White Paper) are supplied
"as is" and without any explicit or implied claims or guarantees of any kind. You accept all
responsibility and risk for your use of the Available Information and the purchase and usage of any
quantity of Tokens. If applicable legislation prevents all or part of the foregoing limitation of
responsibility from applying to you, the limits will only apply to you to the level permitted by law.

MORKIE INU makes no assurances or promises about the outcomes that may be attained by utilizing
this white paper. No one should make an investment choice without first contacting a financial
professional and completing their due diligence and research.
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INTRODUCTION
Morkie Inu is a decentralised Binance smartchain all in one platform. Morkie Inu ($MINU) is a new breed of
meme coin on a mission. Focuses on utility in the form of a Morkie Swap, our in-house dexterity. Morkie Inu is
restoring meme currency integrity by developing the safest Dex and Launchpad in space. MorkieSwap
contains our trade, Honeypot Checker, MorkieTools, NFT and much more.
The MORKIE INU TOKEN protocol assures that token holders' assets are instantly locked for liquidity. MORKIE
INU TOKEN's secret is Automatic LP. The MORKIE INU TOKEN LP's price stability mirrors this function, with
the extra benefit of a hard price floor and cushion for holders. All of this is done to alleviate some of the
difficulties that have been identified with the existing DeFi reflection tokens.
The circumstances and quantities of the buy-back and burn will be tracked. MORKIE INU aims to carry out a
long-term burn strategy that is both healthy and fun for individuals who take part. One percent of each
transaction will be used to burn the wallet. The circumstances and volume of the fire are made public and are
being watched. The contract's revenue sharing part is utilised to acquire tokens on the open market and
subsequently burn those tokens.
MORKIE INU systems are connected with the world's leading cryptocurrency trading exchanges, allowing
users to find and choose the best transaction rates. This platform is intended to allow users to safely swap
tokens without depending on centralised services or giving up control of their private keys. As a decentralised
exchange, all deals are automatically completed using smart contracts, removing counterparty concerns.
MORKIE INU developers intend to establish a DEX to meet the demands of completely decentralised
payments. It will be a simple, quick, and secure exchange that is genuinely decentralised. The Exchange is
non-custodial, which means that when a user transacts on a DEX platform, they retain ownership of their
private keys.
Using the MORKIE INU Launchpad development services, creators may raise funds to create, launch, and sell
their creations. We've built a Launchpad to help future artists raise funds for their projects.
MORKIE INU Launchpad is a blockchain-powered platform that bridges the gap between investorsfundraisers and cryptocurrency's decentralised protocol.
We plan to offer 2D and 3D NFT to provide consumers with a one-of-a-kind creative experience. Our NFTs are
unique, non-replicable cryptographic tokens that function as assets in the digital realm. MORKIE INU NFT is a
critical component of our NFT ecosystem. Non-fungible coins (NFTs) are one-of-a-kind, non-transferable
assets that are minted on-chain. MORKIE INU NFT is NFT Creation's 2D/3D art-themed series. These tokens
may be tied to anything, starting with the digital MORKIE INU token.
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Vision
We aim "cryptocurrency to be in every portfolio." We envision a society in which wealth-building
tactics that were previously solely available to the affluent peoples are made open to everyone,
restoring people's control over our financial institutions.
MORKIE INU will build a revolutionary Defi ecosystem to attract more people to digital assets. It
will create a safe and secure legal platform that is positioned for global adoption with no
limitations, allowing users to earn a handsome income while maintaining their privacy, security,
and autonomy.
We want to identify the talents working with the current Agent network. We envision promoting
our many revolutionary programs like NFT, Swap, DEX, and Giveaways.

VISI

N
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The present State of Industry
During the early days of the crypto industry, one of the major challenges users faced was
determining how to buy and sell digital currencies they held. The beginning and end point of
interacting with cryptocurrencies will necessitate the ability to participate of the majority, if not all, in
crypto to fiat and fiat to crypto conversion. As a result, cryptocurrency users were heralded to the
introduction of cryptocurrency exchanges, which were and continue to facilitate trading in digital
assets. There are two kinds of cryptocurrency exchanges: centralised (CEX) exchanges and
decentralised exchanges (DEX). Notably, centralised exchanges (at least 90%) are the most widely
used in the digital assets industry due to their simplicity, relatively good user experience, and
support for multiple cryptocurrencies and fiat currencies.

Challenges of Centralized Exchanges
During the early days of the crypto industry, one of the major challenges users faced was
determining how to buy and sell digital currencies they held. The beginning and end point of
interacting with cryptocurrencies will necessitate the ability to participate of the majority, if not all, in
crypto to fiat and fiat to crypto conversion. As a result, cryptocurrency users were heralded to the
introduction of cryptocurrency exchanges, which were and continue to facilitate trading in digital
assets. There are two kinds of cryptocurrency exchanges: centralised (CEX) exchanges and
decentralised exchanges (DEX). Notably, centralised exchanges (at least 90%) are the most widely
used in the digital assets industry due to their simplicity, relatively good user experience, and
support for multiple cryptocurrencies and fiat currencies.

A. Security Concerns
Cryptocurrency exchanges are platforms that hold billions of dollars in Bitcoin and other
cryptocurrencies for their consumers. Centralized exchanges function in the same way that
traditional businesses do. As a result, they serve as custodians of users' funds. More than $11 billion
in assets has been stolen through bitcoin trade since 2011. This demonstrates that storing user
funds in such platforms should be or is a big problem for traders to address when entering the crypto
realm.
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The present State of Industry
B. Withdrawal Limits
A significant disadvantage of employing centralised exchange, which is visible across all platforms, is
that they limit customers' daily, monthly, and annual withdrawal amounts. Cryptocurrency
exchanges, on the other hand, believe that this is regulatory compliance imposed by authorities to
prevent users from engaging in fraudulent activities such as money laundering and funding unlawful
acts.

C. Huge Transaction Fees
Trading on centralised exchanges attracts high transaction fees in exchange for the custodial and
middle-party services they provide to consumers. These exchanges frequently calculate in the
hazards of keeping a large volume of money for crypto users, and a percentage of this fee is passed
on to the end user. Transacting with central exchanges, for example, often incurs a direct price of at
least 0.25 percent each transaction, as well as an extra network fee and various hidden expenses.

D. Liquidity Concerns
Currently, 99 percent of industry crypto transactions occur on centralised exchanges, which control
the vast bulk of market trading activity. As a result, decentralised exchanges handle relatively low
trade volumes, resulting in liquidity difficulties where buyers and sellers must wait for extended
periods of time when trading volumes are low.
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Our Solution
A brand-new DeFi ecosystem has been created.
We want to have a vibrant ecosystem with more partners and developers at the top of our priority.
The MORKIE INU will provide complete support to users, including financial, technological, and
community interaction. We will regularly examine each application and provide feedback.

Liquidity released indefinitely
Over-collateralization and LP pledging with liquidity certificates are two approaches that MORKIE
INU will continue to support. It will also provide MDEX with various application scenarios and
liquidity benefits, allowing customers to generate big profits while drastically increasing capital use
efficiency.

MARKIE INU Swap
This platform is designed to allow users to securely Swap Tron, Solana, Binance Coin (BNB),
Ethereum, and many other tokens without relying on centralized services or losing control over their
private keys. But People can buy and sell tokens through Markie Swap. All trades are automatically
executed via smart contracts as a decentralized exchange, eliminating counterparty risks.

Real-time transactions & Charts
Markie Inu was given to liquidity providers in exchange for their services. Users pay the fees to trade
on Markie dex, which is distributed to liquidity providers based on the number of LP tokens they
possess or the percentage of the pool they own. Because LP provides liquidity, they may incur a
slight reduction and may not receive the same quantity of returned tokens. The main purpose is to
keep the holder informed about the performance of the Markie Inu Token by preventing whale dips
when used in a huge trade-off.
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Liquidity
Liquidity providers are rewarded with LP tokens for Providing liquidity. Users pay trading fees
on DEX, which are distributed to liquidity providers based on the number of LP tokens or
percentage shares they own in the pool. 1% of every transaction will be added to liquidity
pool.
The MORKIE INU TOKEN protocol ensures that the assets of token holders are immediately
locked for liquidity. The primary purpose is to keep the holder updated on the performance of
the MORKIE INU TOKEN by avoiding whale dips when they are used in a mass trade-off.
The secret of MORKIE INU TOKEN is Automatic LP. We have a function for holders with a
dual-beneficial implementation. To begin, the contract collects tokens from both sellers and
buyers and adds them to the LP, thereby establishing a consistent price floor. In principle, the
additional LP provides stability by adding the tax to the token's total liquidity, thereby
increasing the token's overall LP and maintaining the price floor.
This differs from other reflection tokens' burn function, which benefits only in the near term
from the given supply decrease. The price stability of the MORKIE INU TOKEN LP mimics this
function, with the added advantage of a firm price floor and cushion for holders. The idea is to
minimize huge price dips later in the game when whales opt to sell their tokens, preventing
the price from fluctuating as much as it would if the automated LP mechanism wasn't in place.
All of this is done to address some of the issues with the current DeFi reflection tokens. We
are confident that our system and protocol will triumph over outdated reflection tokens for
these reasons.
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Burning
The buy-back and burn's circumstances and proportions will be monitored. MORKIE INU seeks
to carry out a long-term burn plan that is beneficial and enjoyable for those who participate.
Additionally, burns help reward and enlighten the community as well, as they will raise the
token value by becoming scars. 1% of every transaction will be gone to burn wallet. The
circumstances and volumes of the burning are made public and monitored. We will allow our
users to monitor burning quantity allowing for greater transparency in assessing the current
circulating supply at any given time.
The revenue share portion of the contract is used to purchase tokens on the open market and
then burn those tokens. When the companies pay back the principal portion of the revenue
share agreement, those proceeds will be used for new revenue agreements with additional
companies in perpetuity. Through this process, we have a continuous revenue stream that acts
as a liquidity pool to support the value and growth of the token.

Swap
This platform is designed to allow users to securely Swap tokens without relying on centralized
services or losing control over their private keys. All trades are automatically executed via
smart contracts eliminating counterparty risks as a decentralized exchange.
There are several reasons our Wallet users love using MORKIE INU
Quickly swap into an asset you believe will grow.
Move out of a volatile asset into one of our MORKIE INU Tokens against real-world
events.
MORKIE INU platforms are integrated into the world's top cryptocurrency trading
exchanges, allowing users to search for and select the best transaction rates.
Users can easily convert their assets into MORKIE INU tokens from other
cryptocurrencies such as ETH, BNB, MATIC, USDT, USDC...or directly use credit cards.
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DEX
MORKIE INU developers are planning to launch a DEX satisfying the needs of fully decentralized
payments. MORKIE INU is making it easy and convenient to connect and process transactions, breaking
any user-touchable space close to the future world the dominant cryptocurrency.
MORKIE INU will guarantee the outstanding speed of token processing and extremely low transaction fees
so that the community can easily connect. It will be an easy, fast, and secure exchange in a truly
decentralized way. It is a place where people can exchange their tokens for the desired ones. The
Exchange is non-custodial, meaning a user remains in control of their private keys when transacting on a
DEX platform.

Advantages
1-No KYC/AML
KYC/AML (Know Your Customer and
Anti-Money Laundering) compliance
is the norm for OUR exchanges. For
regulatory reasons, individuals must

2-Additional Features:
Multi-layer Security
Preferred Trader Selection
Admin Panel
Support Team

often submit identity documentation
and proof of address. Our DEX
doesn’t demand any of documents
for verification purposes make the
user completely anonymous.
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MORKIE INU DEX Tools
MORKIE Dex Pool
At MORKIE INU, we seek to make blockchain data simply accessible and understandable. Get real-time
information on swapping, adding, or deleting digital assets from AMM's liquidity pools.

MORKIE INU Alerts
Invest in the best and safest APYs from numerous pools on decentralized exchanges to increase your money.

MORKIE INU Lunchpad
There is an onboarding menu for incubator ventures, seed rounds, private sales, and public rounds. You may
invest in the top start-ups and get a fair return on your money.

MORKIE INU Track Pair
We provide information on newly developed and tested pairs for community distribution and transaction
security.

MORKIE INU Charts
Our API charts allow you to get information on token prices, trading pairs, traders, AMMs, on-chain
transactions, and more at MORKIE INU.
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Launchpad
MORKIE INU launchpads are similar to IDO launchpads in that they enable new producers and developers by
connecting them directly with needed audiences, generating funds, and assisting them in finding their footing
in the market.
MORKIE INU Launchpad is a platform that helps people to create and launch NFT, gamify and metaverse
initiatives. The creators can boost finances to develop, launch, and sell their projects by using the MORKIE INU
Launchpad development services. These are comparable to IDO Launchpads.
We have created a Launchpad to assist potential creators in raising financing for their initiatives. Our
engagement in the crypto sector, as well as our interest in the NFT area, resulted in significant inventions that
helped to elevate and excel the renowned industry by releasing its full potential to the market. The success of a
technology is on its ability to reach all corners of the globe and help people comprehend how to use it. We
created the effort to assist creators in minting and selling NFTs so that they may benefit from the revenues and
opportunities that NFTs provide by having a distinct portfolio for their ideas.

MORKIE INU Launchpad is a blockchain-supported platform that fills the gap between the investors-fundraiser
and the decentralized protocol of cryptocurrency. Our aim is to connect the world for borderless transactions
for the fundraising of a new project while giving the investor the ability to research a new coin. We provide an
opportunity for investors to better educate themselves through more information globally, with less
uncertainty by using the Multichain-compliant lift platform. We can eliminate manual errors and ensure
stability, clarity, and immutability during recording by leveraging state-of-the-art Multichain-based smart
contract technology.
MORKIE INU helps new projects attract the community, by allowing them to list their new coin, prior to launch,
on our innovative MORKIE INU Launch directory which contains all the details related to the coin/token along
with their official website, and the link to their telegram is hyperlinked on website.
A whitelist IDO is also a key feature of our launchpad, it means that you have to register in advance to
participate in the IDOs, which are usually hallmarks of popular IDOs that have a limited number of coins to
offer.
KYC is the verification process that customers to go through in order to:
Verify their identity and link it to a wallet
Get a better understanding of the potential customer’s activities and determine whether or not these are of
legal nature.
Evaluate the possibility of money laundering risks associated with a particular customer.
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NFT
We are going to launch to 2D and 3D NFT to provide unique art experience to their users. NFTs are
intended to increase market efficiency, notably when dealing with cryptocurrency. Our NFTs are nonreplicable and customised cryptographic tokens that are regarded as assets in the digital world. They may
be bought, owned, and sold just like any other tangible property. To ensure that the ownership of the
tokens stays distinct and verifiable, effective blockchain technology is used.
We are going to launch our NFT collection. The collection of physical and digital items collected by
collectors around the world. We are using blockchain technology to empower creatives. Our ultimate goal
is to create a community of people who can show off what they own and get recognition for their
collections.
MORKIE INU NFT is a vital part of our ecosystem dealing with NFT'S. Non-fungible coins (NFTs) are
unique, non-interchangeable assets, minted on-chain. MORKIE INU NFT is the 2D/3D art-themed
series of NFT Creation. These tokens can be linked to anything from digital MORKIE INU token. The
core attributes of NFTs give them unique value and categorically separate them from other types of
assets. These properties include being verifiably unique and indivisible.
The transparent nature of the underlying code means that the scarcity and ownership of any given
token are evident without the need for a trusted intermediary. The underlying token for each MORKIE
INU encodes a unique genome that defines its appearance, traits, and hereditary linage. MORKIE INU
cannot be replicated and cannot be transferred without the user's permission.
MORKIE INU NFTs provide purchasers with access to many types of digital assets, primarily
cryptocurrencies. Owning these assets gives you enough flexibility to expand. Simultaneously, MORKIE
INU NFT enables numerous purchasers to hold a share in a single organisation. Because of the growing
value of cryptocurrencies, shared ownership is critical.
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Global NFT Marketplace
According to a recent estimate from blockchain analytics firm Chainalysis Inc., about $41
billion worth of bitcoin was connected with smart contracts related with NFT markets and
collections from the beginning of 2021 until mid-December.
Last year, the popularity of non-fungible tokens (NFTs) skyrocketed, with multimillion-dollar
sales and celebrities like musician Shawn Mendes, socialite Paris Hilton, and former first lady
Melania Trump are on board.
The NFT market is predicted to expand at least 33% annually, reaching $80 billion in net sales
volume by 2025 and almost $350 billion by 2030. Though this may appear to be a large
amount, we are convinced that the market's real growth will much exceed the investment
Jefferies' forecasts.
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How to get MORKIE INU?
STEP-1

STEP-2

STEP-3

STEP-4

Download & setup MetaMask or TrustWallet
Download MetaMask (a crypto wallet in the form of a browser extension) or
TrustWallet (an app for your phone). After that you will have to add the Binance
Smart Chain to your network-list.

Buy and send BNB to your wallet
Buy BNB on an exchange (i.e Binance, Kraken, Coinbase etc.). Transfer the tokens
to your wallet address. BEP-20 addresses start with a “0x”.

Head on to PancakeSwap and swap for $MINU
Head on to PancakeSwap and use this address 0x to select $MINU. Set the
slippage tolerance to 9% (sometimes it may be 11%, depending on how much
demand there is.)

Swap BNB for $MINU Now you need to add $MINU to your MetaMask or Trust
Wallet to view your $MINU.

View $MINU and HODL
MORKIE INU TO THE MOON
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Why Choose MORKIE INU?

MARKETING & HIGH REACH
We want to focus a lot on marketing because this is the most important thing to keep a project alive. We say
this because we have years of experience in the crypto and blockchain business and have generated over
multi million dollars. For this, we will be putting a large part of our wallet into marketing which will take the
our project to another level.

Community Driven
We are a one-stop-shop that cuts down on the number of tabs you have open simply to trade. We think that a
good user experience will help you be more efficient in making more trades that are informed because we are
traders ourselves. Meta Dex will assess other blockchain networks' pairings and projects, and the service will
always be free to the community.

Social Network
MORKIE INU is planning a massive international media tour to promote the collection to millions of people. The
goal is to get as many people involved as possible, help them with their investments, or connect them with the
right community. We are not hyping this project at all. We are providing real utility, passive income, and a fun
way to invest in your future.

One-stop-shop for descendants
MORKIE INU will employ DeFi Lego recombination to generate new derivatives like leveraged trading
gradually, options trading, and prediction markets, providing users with fuller, more efficient, and reliable
products while also enhancing the benefits of Morkie owners.
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Tokenomics
NAME
MORKIE INU

Symbol
$MINU

TYPE
Binance

Total Supply
10 M

Token Distribution
Buy/Sell Tax 8%

Team
1%

Liquidity
1%

Development & Buy Back
2%

Marketing 4%

Buy/Sell Tax
8%

Development & Buy Back 2%
Team 1%

Marketing
4%

Liquidity 1%
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MoonMap
Website Launch
Grow Socials
MorkieSwap Development
KYC with Pinksale
Smart Contract Audit
Presale on Gempad
PancakeSwap listing
Listing on CoinMarketCap
Listing on CoinGecko

Ethereum Bridge
Unique 2D & 3D NFTs
Huge marketing Push
More CEX Listings
Projects launching from Morkielaunchpad
Celebrities and influences onboard

PHASE-1

PHASE-3

PHASE-2
• Dextool Trending
• MorkieSwap Alpha release
• 5000 Holders
• MorkieSwap (Decentralized Exchange)
• Major Partnerships
• Initial CEX Listings
• Morkie Launchpad Development
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MORKIE INU Partners
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